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Common vehicle always experience energy loss during cornering manoeuver. Thus, to 
ensure it did not happened especially at high speed, a study of torque vectoring and 
traction control need to be made since it can increase the traction control of tyres during 
cornering at high speed. The study of torque vectoring and traction control for an all-
wheel drive electric vehicle was conducted by modelling an all-wheel drive EV in 
ADAMS/Car software. In addition, an optimal control algorithm will be developed for 
best performance to minimize energy losses using MATLAB/Simulink software. 
Furthermore, to prove the effectiveness of the all-wheel drive electric, the torque and 
traction control simulation of the all-wheel drive electric vehicle will be compared with 
uncontrolled electric vehicle model. According to the result, torque vectoring and traction 
control of in-wheel motor in all wheel drive EV can help to increase the performance of 
the electric vehicle during cornering manoeuver. In conclusion, this study of torque 
vectoring and traction control for an all-wheel drive electric vehicle will help researchers 
to improvise the design of the future electric vehicle in term of the vehicle performance 
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1.1 Problem statement 
 
Torque vectoring is a very important technology that is essential to be used in car because 
it related to the energy efficiency that being used in electric vehicle (EV). Torque 
vectoring increases the energy efficiency by transferring the torque from right wheel to 
left wheel, and vice versa thus it can increase the traction of the wheel to the ground 
during cornering [6]. Due to the increased traction to the ground, the car equipped with 
this technology is much safer compared to common car on road [6]. In this project, in- 
wheel motor (IWM) will be used in the all-wheel drive (AWD) electric vehicle thus, the 
wheel can be controlled independently and it provides far greater control than any other 
drive systems like front wheel drive and rear wheel drive. A vehicle dynamic model 
needs to be developed to characterize the torque vectoring drive system and an optimum 
control algorithm needs to be developed to provide the best performance and to minimize 
drivetrain losses. In conclusion, by introducing the torque vectoring and traction control 
in EV, the usage of energy especially electric energy can be reduced thus the efficiency 
of the next generation of EV will be increased and most important part is this technology 
gives great impact towards the sustainability of environment.  
 
1.2 Objectives : 
1. To develop a vehicle dynamic model for an electric vehicle with 4 in-wheel motors 
in ADAMS/Car.  
2. To develop an optimal control algorithm for best performance in 
MATLAB/Simulink. 
3. To simulate and characterize the performance of the electric vehicle and compare it 
to uncontrolled base EV model. 
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1.3 Scope of Study 
 
The main purpose of the project is to develop a vehicle dynamic model for an EV 
equipped with 4 in-wheel motor by using ADAMS/Car software. After the base vehicle 
model generated in ADAMS/Car, an optimal control algorithm will be developed for best 
performance to minimize energy losses using MATLAB/Simulink software. Besides that, 
the performance of the electric vehicle will be simulated and characterized so that it can 
be compared to uncontrolled electric vehicle model using co-simulation of ADAMS/Car 
and MATLAB/Simulink strategy. The vehicle controller will be generated using 
MATLAB/Simulink and the simulation will be compare with uncontrolled electric 
vehicle model to prove that the effectiveness of torque vectoring and traction of the all-
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND/OR THEORY 
 
2.1 Electric Vehicle 
 
 Electric vehicle is a vehicle that use stored electric power mainly from on-board 
battery to propel one or more electric motor for propulsion. There are three main type of 
electric vehicle such as; powered by stored electricity originally from an external power 
source, powered by on-board electrical generator such as hydrogen fuel cell or internal 
combustion engine (hybrid electric vehicle) and powered directly from external power 
station like trains.  
 Electric vehicle always relates with green technology because it emits less 
pollution to the environment compared to internal combustion engine (ICE). According 
to [1], the efficiency of electric vehicle is much higher compare to internal combustion 
engine vehicle where electric vehicle convert about 59-62% of the electrical energy from 
the grid to power at the wheels rather than 17-21% for internal combustion engine. By 
using electric motor, electric vehicle can perform in quiet and smooth operation while can 
provide stronger acceleration and required less maintenance compared to internal 
combustion engine. 
 In the other side, electric vehicle also has their own disadvantages which are 
limited driving range for example the Mitsubishi i-MiEV can only travel up to 160 
Kilometres [2]. In addition, in case of electric vehicle (EV), recharging of the battery 
consume a lot of time. Even at level 3 public quick-charge port charge took 
approximately 30 minutes to 80% charge [3]. The battery of an electric vehicle is made of 
rare earth metal (Lithium) thus make the battery packs to be expensive. Furthermore, the 
rechargeable battery may need to be replaced from time to time and the battery itself is 
heavy and bulky thus need a lot of space. Apart from these disadvantages, EV still the 
best solution for next generation transportation because these advantages may be solved 
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2.2 In-wheel Motor in All-wheel Drive Electric Vehicle  
 
 In-wheel motor is basically an electric motor that directly attached into the wheel 
to drive and propel the wheel. According to research made by researchers in Rome, Italy, 
up to 79% of energy efficiency that can be produced by using in-wheel motor in all wheel 
drive electric vehicle and 30% for a series hybrid electric vehicle [4].  
 By introducing this method, the energy losses through gearboxes drive shafts and 
axels can be eliminated thus make the car to be more energy efficient compared to 
conventional hybrid electric vehicle which still used gearboxes, drive shafts and axels. 
Plus, by eliminate the gearboxes, drive shafts and axels, the manufacturing cost of a 
model of electric car can be reduced and can provides significant weight saving thus, 
decreasing the environmental impact of the product. 
 According to [7], there are 2 main types of IWM which are high speed inner-rotor 
motor and low speed outer-rotor type. High speed inner-rotor can reach up to 10000rpm 
and it has fixed speed reduction where it utilized planetary gear set for realistic wheel 
speed while for low speed outer-rotor motor, the rotor is designed as the rim itself [8]. 
Figure 1 shows an in-wheel electric motor designed by Protean Electric. 
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2.3 Existing Electric Vehicle in the Market 
 Due to the ICE produce very less power output efficiency, the demand of study of 
EV increases, thus, several existing company came out with their own concept of electric 
vehicle. There are several EV in the market for example: 
1. Mitsubishi i-MiEV -  EV that used permanent magnet synchronous motor 
mounted on the rear axle [2]. 
2. Nissan Leaf – EV that used front-mounted synchronous electric motor which 
driving the front axle [9]. 
3. Honda Fit EV – EV that used high-density coaxial electric motor [10]. 
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2.4 Torque Vectoring and the Existing Implementation 
 Torque vectoring (TV) is a process that translates input from the driver (brake, 
steering angle, acceleration pedal signals) into torque commands to the wheels of the 
vehicle which means with the individual torque distribution, the performance and traction 
control of the vehicle can be enhanced [5]. In other words, while TV system monitors 
steering angle, wheel speed, yaw rate, vehicle speed and other inputs, it splits engine's 
torque from front to back and distributed it from side to side on a given axle by using 
control unit deferential [14].  
 According to [14], when the vehicle is turning left with under steer, TV drive 
automatically transmits the input torque, Td of the driveshaft from left rear wheel to right 
rear wheel with vectoring torque, Tv, by engaging clutches. Thus, it results in additional 
driving force Tv / R acting on right rear wheel and extra braking force -Tv / R acting on 
left rear wheel. Finally, the differential longitudinal driving force ∆F between the right 
and left wheel is produced, which generates yaw moment, M, helping the vehicle bend 
into the corner more sharply. When the vehicle is driving straight, TV behaves like an 
ordinary open differential with the input torque Td equally distributed to the left and right 
rear wheels, which means Tv = 0. 
 
Figure 3: Definition of torque vectoring [14]. 
 Some car manufacturer has already implemented this technology to improve the 
performance of their cars. Quattro, xDrive, and Active Yaw Control are among the most 
popular torque vectoring technologies that has been implemented by Audi, BMW and 
Mitsubishi respectively.  
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  Figure 4: Left-right torque vectoring concept in Mitsubishi’s Active Yaw Control [15]. 
 For instant, the Active Yaw Control introduced by Mitsubishi shown in 
Figure 4, the left-right torque vectoring concept involves vectoring torque between the 
left and right wheels such that braking force is produced on the left side and driving force 
of the same magnitude is generated on the other. This technology has given two benefits 
toward the vehicle control. Firstly, it enhanced the cornering performance by means of 
tire load equalization between the left and right rear wheels. Secondly, it also improved 
the cornering performance by means of tire load equalization between the front and rear 
wheels as a result of direct yaw moment control [15].  
According to [16] in his book, “Fundamental of Vehicle Dynamics’, there are 
three possibilities exist in vehicle steer, which are neutral steer, understeer and oversteer. 
Neutral steer means when on a constant radius turn, no change of in steer angle required 
as the speed is varied. While understeer means the steer angle have to increase as the 
speed is increased in constant radius cornering (CRC) where the lateral acceleration at the 
center gravity (CG) causes the front wheels to slips away to a greater extent than at the 
rear wheels, thus making the vehicle to follow path larger than intended. For oversteer, 
the steer angle will have to decrease as the speed is increased in CRC event. Oversteer 
also causes the slip angles of the rear wheels to increase more compared to the front. The 
outward drift at the rear of the vehicle will turn the front wheels inward, thus decreases 
the radius of turn.  




Figure 5: EV steer characteristic. 
 
As shown in the figure above, the vehicle steer characteristic of the electric vehicle of this 
project is understeer.  
Figure 6: The effect of Torque Vectoring towards understeer characteristic of vehicle. 
By applying torque vectoring, the steer angle needed for vehicle can be reduced as 
the vehicle increasing its speed thus prolong the vehicle to stay near the neutral steer 
characteristic as the speed is increased. 
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As stated before, in this project four in-wheel electric motors will be used to 
propel the Electric Vehicle. Thus the EV can perform torque vectoring concept can be 
applied at both front and rear wheels. For example, to generate yaw moment to the left 
(anti-clockwise), torque output at the left wheels of the vehicle must be higher compare 
to the right wheels. 
 
Figure 7: Torque vectoring of 4 In-wheels All wheel Drive Electric Vehicle (anti-clockwise turning) 
Figure 7 above shows the torque vectoring concept that can be applied in this project 
using 4 in-wheel motors. 
 Torque vectoring is very much related to control system which will translate the 
input signal from vehicle user demand into vehicle control output. Thus, the control 
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2.5 Control and Control System 
 
 Control is the process of causing a system variable to perform some desired value. 
While control system in other hand, is an interconnection of components forming a 
system configuration that will provide a desired system respond [10].There are more than 
95% of the control loops based on proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controllers are 
yet still be used in the industrial processes [11]. This is due to the simplicity in principle.  
 There are 2 main type of element or pathway within control system which are 
feed-forward and feed-backward. A feed-forward controller uses information from 
measurable disturbances to improve the control performance; theoretically it is possible 
to eliminate the disturbances, but in reality, the disturbances will not perfectly eliminate. 
On the other hand, feed-backward control system calculation is based on measurements 
of the controlled output; where feed-backward control systems normally give better 
attenuation of low-frequency process disturbances and that they give better robustness 
(less sensitivity to parameter changes) when compared to systems without feedback [11]. 
Among the most widely used feed-backward control mechanism in industrial control 
systems is a PID controller. 
 Another popular logic controller is fuzzy logic. It can control complex 
continuously-varying systems. It can approximate any continuous functions on a compact 
set to a given accuracy so it can be considered as a universal approximator. The 
advantages of using fuzzy model are the model structure is easy to understand and 
sometimes interpretable and various types of knowledge can be integrated in the model, 
including statistical objects and empirical knowledge [12]. It also found that fuzzy 
controller was simpler and easier to develop compare to PID controllers [8]. 
 Fuzzy controller type will used in this final year project to develop an optimal 
control algorithm for best performance and to minimize energy losses in 
MATLAB/Simulink. The fuzzy controller model and block diagram of the Fuzzy 
controller system used will be further discussed in the result and discussion part.  
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2.6 Reference Model 
 
Bicycle model is the simplest method in determining lateral vehicle response which has 
two degree of freedom. The model combined the right and left tires at the front and rear 
of the car into equivalent tire which located at the centre line. The slip angles on the 
inside and outside wheels are approximately the same. The degree-of-freedom for 
constant forward speed are yaw rate, r, and lateral velocity uy (or sideslip angle, α). In 
addition, this model neglects body roll and load transfer. The longitudinal speed of travel 
is assumed to be constant. The steer and slip angles are assumed to be thus, the tire forces 
may be assumed to vary linearly with slip angles [17].  
 
 
Figure 8: Bicycle model [17] 
In Figure 8, ux and uy are the longitudinal and lateral components of the vehicle velocity, 
δ is the steering angle, αf and αr are the tire slip angles and Fyf and Fyr are the lateral tire 
forces.  
 
The mathematical model to be use in this project is using the same approach as researcher 
[8]. The state equation for the project electric vehicle bicycle model is written as: 
 
 ̇                  (2.1) 
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Where β is side slip angle,    is front steer angle,   is yaw rate, m is mass,    is length 
between center of the car and front tire,    length between center of the car and rear tire, I 
is the vehicle inertia,    is front cornering stiffness, and    is rear cornering stiffness. 
 
When the vehicle is experiencing several manoeuvers such as changing lane, 
making j-turn or steer change there is possibility that the vehicle to experience oversteer 
or understeer. During this moment, the vehicle will give slight different in term of lateral 
acceleration, and yaw rate as compare to the reference model. Thus, the bicycle model is 
introduced in this project as reference model which is generated in MATLAB/Simulink 
model for the EV to assist in controlling the torque vectoring and traction control of the 
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EV modeling in MATLAB/Simulink 
(FYP2) 




3.1 Research Methodology  
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3.1.1 Explanation of Methodology 
 
3.1.1.1 Define problem and component used for torque vectoring and traction control for 
all-wheel drive electric vehicle: 
Define problems statement and all the components used for AWD EV such as in-
wheel motors, controller, type of vehicle parts and battery used.  
3.1.1.2 Literature review: 
Find articles, paper works and previous study related to torque vectoring and 
traction control for an all-wheel drive electric vehicle 
3.1.1.3 Base vehicle identification, verification and data analysis: 
Identify the base model for the electric vehicle. Verify the type of parts that need 
to be used such as double wishbone suspension. 
3.1.1.4 Base vehicle modeling in ADAMS/Car: 
The base model of the electric car will be generated using ADAMS/Car; all the 
measurements are according to the chassis specification. 
3.1.1.5 Simulation and verification of base vehicle model (FYP2): 
Generate similar vehicle model that using internal combustion engine (ICE) and 
compare the Single Lane Change (SLC) simulation in ADAMS/Car with the base 
EV model. 
3.1.1.6 Modification of base vehicle model to become EV (FYP2): 
Add torque at each wheel of the base EV model  using ADAMS/View interface 
so that it can simulate the motor rotation torque and modify the input so that it 
can be co-simulate with MATLAB/Simulink. 
3.1.1.7 EV modeling in MATLAB/Simulink (FYP2): 
Define motor sizing and generate electric motor controllers, driver controller, and 
reference model controller using MATLAB/Simulink.  
3.1.1.8 Co-simulation between ADAMS/Car and MATLAB/Simulink to assess the 
controller (FYP2): 
Fuzzy controller of the motor controllers will be tune so that the best 
performance of torque vectoring and traction control is achieved in 
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MATLAB/Simulink. Then, co-simulate the simulation done in 
MATLAB/Simulink and ADAMS/Car to assess the controller. 
 
 
3.2 Project Activities 
Several activities related to the project were done in order to complete this 
project. The activities are as mention below: 
 
3.2.1 Extract chassis measurement from CATIA file 
3.2.2 ADAMS/Car software: 
 Generate subassemblies using templates 
 Generate ICE vehicle and electric vehicle full assemblies.  
 Define appropriate coordinate for wheel centre, suspension parts, and 
centre of gravity of the vehicle models based on chassis measurement 
specification 
 Verify and simulate vehicle models using “single lance change” (SLC) 
simulation command 
 Verify simulation result data of ICE vehicle and electric vehicle. 
 Apply torque on each wheel by using ADAMS/View interface. 
 Define Torque input so that it can co-simulate with MATLAB/Simulink  
 Save SLC simulation data into “m-file” which can be read by 
MATLAB/Simulink. 
3.2.3 Define Motor sizing, battery sizing and vehicle mass using appropriate equation. 
3.2.4 MATLAB/Simulink software: 
 Export ADAMS/Car SLC simulation data so that it can be used in 
MATLAB/Simulink. 
 Construct and link block model of electric motor controller, driver 
controller, and reference model controller. 
 Generate and tune fuzzy controller for each motor to gain optimized 
vehicle traction control. 
 Co-simulate MATLAB/Simulink with ADAMS/Car. 
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3.3 Gantt chart   
 
Table 1: Gantt chart of FYP 1 and FYP 2 
Activity (FYP1) Week of January 2013 Semester 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
 Title & Supervisor Allocation  
 










       
 Overview basic of the project  
 
  / /          
Study on literature, technical 
paper & extended proposal  
 
   / / /        
 Extended proposal submission  
 
     /        
Proposal defense/Progress 
preparation and evaluation 
 




        / / /   
Interim Report preparation and 
submission  
 
         / / / / 
Activity (FYP2) Week of May 2013 Semester  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Simulation and verification 
with conventional ICE 
vehicle  
/ / / /           
Modification of base model 
to become EV 
   / / / / /       
EV modelling in 
MATLAB/Simulink 
      / / / /      
Co-simulation between 
ADAMS/Car and 
MATLAB/Simulink to assess 
the controller 
        / / / / /  
Final Report          / / / / / / 
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3.3 Proposed Project Milestone 
 
Table 2: Project milestone for FYP 1 and FYP 2 
No MILESTONES (FYP 1) Jan 2013 Semester Week 
1 Acquisition of primary information  W6  
2 Submission of Extended Proposal  W6  
3 Completion of base model modeling task W12  
4 Completion of Interim Report W14 
 MILESTONES (FYP 2) May 2013 Semester Week 
5 Completion of all ADAMS/Car modeling task  W8 
6 Completion of control system modeling W10 
7 
Completion of co-simulation between base model and 
control system model 
W12  
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CHAPTER 4: RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Base vehicle identification, verification and data analysis 
Base model identification, verification and data analysis was done before generating the 
base model using ADAMS/Car. Thus, the subsystems of vehicle used by the EV were 
identified and the measurements of each part were corrected to get an accurate result. The 
subsystems needed are chassis (vehicle body), suspensions, steering, wheels and brakes. 
In this project, flat chassis need to be used to simulate the vehicle body. Prior to vehicle 
modeling, the measurements of chassis were done and modeled in CATIA to ease the 
coordinate point’s identification and mass estimation of the chassis.  
 
 
Figure 9: Overview of flat chassis model modeling using CATIA 
Figure 9 shows the overview of CATIA model of the flat chassis that is used in the 
project. This CATIA model was made based on the real measurement of the flat chassis 
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4.2 Base vehicle modeling in ADAMS/Car 
Prior to vehicle modeling in ADAMS/Car, there are several subsystems need were 
identified such as chassis, suspensions, steering, handling tires, and braking system 
as shown below: 
4.2.1 Chassis 
For vehicle body subsystem, template of “_rigid_chassis_lt” (light version of rigid 




Figure 10: light version of rigid chassis used in ADAMS/Car 
Figure 10 shows the rigid chassis that used to model the flat chassis in ADAMS/Car. 
The red cylinder indicates the steering column housing and the yellow sphere indicate 
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4.2.2 Suspensions 
For suspension subsystems, templates of “_double_wishbone” were used for both 
front and rear suspension.  
 
 
Figure 11: Double wishbone suspension used by front and rear suspension subsystem 
Figure 11 shows that the type suspension used at both front and rear wheels. The 
drive shafts of both suspensions were deleted because; in this project the vehicle will 
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4.2.3 Steering 
For steering, pinion and rack type of steering will be used so, the template that used 
was “_rack_pinion_steering”.  
 
 
Figure 12: Pinion and rack type of steering 
Figure 12 shows the pinion and rack type of steering subsystem used in this project. 
This steering minor role is “front” because the steering will navigate the front wheels 
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4.2.4 Handling tires 
 
In other hand, normal type of handling tires and wheels were used for both wheels 
subsystems, thus, template used for the wheels is “_handling_tire”  
 
 
Figure 13: Wheel system used in the project 
Figure 13 shows the pair of wheels used by front and rear wheel subsystem. In this 
project motors will be used to propel the vehicle, thus, torque force will be applied at 
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4.2.5 Braking system 




Figure 14: Disk type of brake system. 
Figure 14 shows that the disk type of brake subsystem used in the project. 
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Before all the templates of the subsystem save as subsystem file (.sub), the coordinate 
of the front and rear suspensions need were defined and modified according to the 




Figure 15: Hard point coordinates of front suspension 
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Lastly, each subsystems needed were attached together to model the full assembly design. 
 
Figure 17: New full vehicle assembly command in ADAMS/Car 
 
 
Figure 18: vehicle dynamic model for an electric vehicle with 4 in-wheel motors in ADAMS/Car 
Figure 18 above shows the full assembly design vehicle model of the electric vehicle that 
used 4 in-wheel motors in this project. Next step is to simulate and characterize the 
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4.3 Simulation and Verification of Base Vehicle Model 
Prior to modification of base vehicle model to become EV, some validation is 
required in order to validate the ADAMS/Car EV model with stock vehicle model. 
For comparison purposes, single lane change (SLC) simulation was selected.  Single 
Lane Change simulation is basically to simulate vehicle that change lane at certain 
speed as shown in figure 19 below.  
 
Figure 19: Overview of single lane change 
This simulation also held to verify if the structures of the model are strong enough to 
handle all forces exist during the simulation. If the structures of the vehicle failed, 
modification of subsystems hard point coordinates must be done.  
 
 
Figure 20: structures of the model vehicle failed 
Figure 20 shows vehicle structure failed due to suspension could not withstand the 
applied forces experience by the vehicle during SLC simulation. 
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Figure 21: stock car vs. EV car SLC performance verification  
As shown in Figure 21 above, the result of the yaw rate of both models were 
compared and if the SLC percentage error result was minor, thus it is concluded that 
the EV is verified and modification of base model can be done to become all-wheel 
drive EV. 
 
4.4 Modification of Base Model to Become Electric Vehicle 
To modify the base model to become EV, a torque must be applied at the centre of 
each of the subsystems tyres. To apply the torque, the interface of the ADAMS/Car 
was switch into ADAMS/View. Then, torque is inserted at the centre of each tyre 
and defined the input accordingly so that it can communicate with 




Figure 22: torque forces added at each wheel. 
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4.5 Electric Vehicle Controller modelling in MATLAB/Simulink 
Prior to controller modelling in MATLAB/Simulink, the ADAMS/Car model 
simulation was save in m-file so that the EV model could be generated in 
MATLAB/Simulink and to ensure it can co-simulate with MATLAB/Simulink. SLC 
simulation that was saved into m-file and ADAMS/Car model that generated by 




Figure 23: Saving ADAMS/Car SLC simulation model into m-file. 
 
 
Figure 24: ADAMS/Car model in MATLAB/Simulink. 
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Some calculations also need to be done in order to determine the component sizes. 
The component includes in-wheel motor, battery and the electrical vehicle mass. The 
equation that governing each of the components is as shown below: 
 
4.5.1 In-Wheel Motor Sizing 
The motor sizing is based on normal driving condition which is at 90km/h 
(25m/s) and on flat asphalt surface. 
Power required: 
                 
  
  
    (4.1) 
              
             
         (    )(   )(    )(   )       (   )(    ) 
                
Power required per motor: 
   
     
 
          
Thus, Motor with 2kW is selected. 
 
4.5.2 Battery Sizing 
Condition: full charged, travelled distance of 80km at 90km/h. State of charge = 
80%, motor efficiency = 90%, lead acid (35Wh/kg) 
Energy Required: 
  
   
 





    
      
       
                                   (4.3) 
  
             
    
 
          
Thus, the battery capacity for the EV: 7.81 kWh 
 
Voltage of battery, at current = 300A  
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        (4.4) 
  
    
   
 
      
Battery mass, 
   
       
       
 
         
 
 
4.5.3 Additional Electric Vehicle Model Mass 
Mass: 
Chassis (steel) = 40kg 
Electric motor = 14kg x 4 = 56kg 
Controller = 2kg x 4 = 8kg 
Battery = 220kg 
Additional lump mass = 382 kg  
Additional lump mass was added in the ADAMS/Car vehicle model located 




Figure 25: Total mass of the car generated by ADAMS/Car. 
The vehicle mass is needed by MATLAB/Simulink which used by reference 
model to produce reference yaw rate value for every simulations needed. 
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4.5.4 Electric Vehicle Controller Model  
EV Controller model was constructed using MATALAB/Simulink. The overall 
EV model is as shown in figure below: 
 
 
Figure 26: Overall EV model in MATLAB/Simulink. 
Inside the model shown in Figure 26, there were several sub-model constructed 
such as reference model, in-wheel motor models, driver model and ADAMS/Car 
model. The main purpose of model the EV in MATLAB/Simulink is to control 
the amount output in each in-wheel motor modelled in ADAMS/Car. The torque 
output is the function of torque constant and current given out by the battery 
which is retrieved from the IWM torque map (refer appendix 1). The description 
of the sub-model is as shown below:  
 
4.5.4.1 Reference Model 
Reference model is an abstract framework consisting of an interlinked set of 
clearly defined concepts produced in order to encourage clear communication 
between the input and output function of the controller that generated in 
MATLAB/Simulink. The reference model is created based on the 2 degree of 
freedom bicycle model stated in (Chapter 2.6). For this project, Steering wheel 
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angle of the vehicle will be the input of the reference model and the model will 
generate reference yaw rate as the output. The reference yaw rate next will be 
compare with the actual yaw rate of the EV and the yaw rate error of the vehicle 
will be calculated to give input to IWM model. 
 
Figure 27: reference model in MATLAB/Simulink 
 
 
Figure 28: Reference model input 
 
4.5.4.2 In-Wheel Electric Motor Model 
Four Fuzzy IWM controller models needed to simulate the behaviour of the 
motors during co-simulation process which are for front left, front right, rear 
right and rear left. When several manoeuver that making the steer angle to 
change, the vehicle may gone through either understeer of oversteer steer 
characteristic which will give slight difference in term of yaw rate. Thus, the 
yaw rate error was used as one of the input of the fuzzy controller. Other input 
data for the controllers are steering wheel angle and vehicle speed. The fuzzy 
logic controller will control the amount of torque (output) produced by the IWM 
so that it can improve the vehicle cornering performance based on the fuzzy 
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logic controller strategy. The strategy to control the IWM fuzzy logic controller 
is summarized as table shown below: 
 
Table 3: IWM fuzzy logic controller strategy 



























L - Low Low Low Low High High High High 
L + Low High Low High High Low High Low 
R - High High High High Low Low Low Low 
R + High Low High Low Low High Low High 
L – steering wheel angle towards left (0o to -90o) 
R – steering wheel angle towards right (0o to 90o) 
“-“ – negative yaw rate error as compared to actual` 
“+” – positive yaw rate error as compared to actual 
 
 
Figure 29: Steering wheel angle as input 1 in fuzzy logic controller 




Figure 30: Yaw rate error as input 2 in fuzzy logic controller 
 
 
Figure 31: vehicle velocity as input 3 in fuzzy logic controller 




Figure 32: motor torque as output of the fuzzy logic controller 
The motor torque output range was retrieved from real specification of 2kW in-
wheel motor design by Kelly Control, LLC [18] (refer Appendix 1). 
 
 
Figure 33: Input and output map of the fuzzy logic controller 
 
4.5.4.3 Driver Model 
Driver model simulate the throttle and brake demand during the co-simulation 
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4.5.4.4 The EV ADAMS/Car Model 
The EV ADAMS/Car model is a model where generated by ADAMS/Car 
software which simulate the behaviour of the EV when it received input from 
the IWM fuzzy logic controller model and from the driver model.  
 
 
Figure 34: Adams/Car model 
 
From the input, it will generate the output which needed for the reference 
model, driver model and IWM fuzzy logic controller model thus, complete the 
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4.6 Co-Simulation between ADAMS/Car and MATLAB/Simulink to Assess the 
Controller 
 
To assess the controller so that it will improve the cornering performance of the EV 
several vehicle cornering event simulation were held which are single lane change 
(SLC), steep steer (SS) and constant radius cornering (CRC). The results will be 
comparison of performance of EV model with controlled IWMs and EV model with 
uncontrolled IWMs. The results are compared based on the yaw rate characteristic 
which gives information on how stable the electric vehicle undergoes the manoeuvre 
since yaw rate is related to side slip angle (refer equation in chapter 2.6).  The result 
and discussion of the simulations are as shown below:  
 
4.6.1 Single lane change simulation: 
As stated before, SLC is to simulate vehicle that changing lane at certain given 





Figure 35: SLC simulation condition.  
Time taken for the SLC simulation is 5 second, and the SLC manoeuver will 
start at T= 2sec where the steering wheel angle started to turn from 0 to 90 
degree for 0.5sec and turn back from 90 to 0 degree for another 0.5sec. The 
vehicle speed was set constant at 90 km/h. 
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Single Lane Change Result: 
 
Figure 36: Torque vs. Time graph for SLC 
Based on torque versus time graph above, the output torque at the front right and 
rear right wheel were lowered down by the controller at T=2s until T=2.5s. This 
shows that the torque vectoring system was applied thus assisting the vehicle to 
have a resultant moment towards the right (clockwise). At T=2.5s until T=3.0s, 
the torque at front left and rear left were lowered down by the controller. The 
torque vectoring system assisted the car to get the resultant moment toward the 
left. Thus, it completed the single lane change manoeuver. 
 
 
Figure 37: Yaw rate vs. time for SLC. 
Based on Figure 37 above shows the plot of yaw rate versus time for yaw 
reference based on two degree-of freedom (2DOF) bicycle model, uncontrolled 
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and controlled EV model. Yaw reference plot shows that there will be slight 
overshoot at T=3s to T=3.5s. By controlling the IWMs of EV model, the yaw 
rate was found has improved the slight overshoot. In the other hand, the 
uncontrolled EV model still experiencing change in yaw rate after T=3.5s. Based 
on the plot, it can be conclude that controlling IWMs can improve the stability of 
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4.6.2 Steep steer simulation: 
SS simulation is j-turn simulation of a vehicle at a certain speed. The input 
condition of the simulation is as shown below: 
 
Figure 38: SS simulation condition. 
The vehicle speed was set constant at 90 km/h. Time taken for the SS simulation 
is 5 seconds, and the SS manoeuver will start at T= 2sec where the steering 
wheel angle started to turn from 0 to 90 degree for 2 seconds and stay at 90 
degree until the end of the simulation (5 seconds). 
 
Step Steer Result: 
 
Figure 39: Torque vs. Time graph for SS. 
Based on torque versus time graph above, the output torque at the front right and 
rear right wheel were increased by the controller at T=2s until T=3.5s. This 
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shows that the torque vectoring system assisted the vehicle to have a resultant 
moment towards the left (anti-clockwise) at the beginning of the j-turn. At 
T=3.5s until T=5.0s, the torque were lowered down and controlled by the 
controller at about 30Nm. At this point, the torque vectoring system tried to 
assist the car to balance the yaw rate according to the reference model developed 
before to complete the j-turn or SLC manoeuver. 
 
Figure 40: Yaw rate vs. time for SS. 
Based on Figure 40, the result shows the plot of yaw rate versus time for yaw 
reference based on two degree-of freedom (2DOF) bicycle model, uncontrolled 
and controlled EV model for SS simulation.  Clearly spotted that uncontrolled 
EV model unable to maintain its yaw rate as the vehicle start the j-turn at T=2s. 
While the EV model with controlled IWMs tries to follow the reference yaw rate 
line as the vehicle experienced the j-turn in step steer simulation. Thus, by 
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4.6.3 Constant radius cornering simulation: 
CRC simulation is where the vehicle is to turn at a certain constant radius with 
increasing speed. In this project, the radius set for CRC simulation was 30 
meters and the speed of the vehicle was increased from 30km/h to 90km/h. The 
turn direction is toward the left (anti-clockwise), the input condition of the 
simulation is as shown below: 
 
Figure 41: CRC simulation condition. 
Constant Radius Cornering Result: 
 
Figure 42: Torque vs. Time graph for CRC. 
Based on torque versus time graph above, the output torque at the front right and 
rear right wheel were start at about 30Nm by the controller at T=0s. While, the 
torque values at front left and rear left were start higher which is at about 50Nm. 
This shows that the torque vectoring system assisted the vehicle to have a 
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resultant moment towards the right (clockwise) at the beginning of the anti-
clockwise constant radius cornering turn for 1 second. This is shows that the 
controller tried to lower down the yaw rate error that experienced by the EV 
model according to the reference model.  
At T=1s, both output torque at the front left and rear left wheel were lowered 
down at about 10Nm until the end of the CRC manoeuver finish while torque 
output at front right and rear right is remain constant at 30Nm up until T=3.2s 
and T=3.9s respectively. As the speed increased, the torque output at front right 
and rear right were further increased to 50Nm at T=3.2s and T=3.9s respectively 
until the CRC manoeuver finish. This shows that as the speed increased, the EV 
model experienced understeer, thus torque vectoring system assisted the EV 
model to ensure it stays at the correct CRC path.  
 
 
Figure 43: Yaw rate vs. time for CRC. 
Figure 43 shows the plot of yaw rate versus time for yaw reference based on two 
degree-of freedom (2DOF) bicycle model, uncontrolled and controlled EV 
model for CRC simulation. As the vehicle increase its velocity through 30m 
radius cornering, the controlled EV model tries to maintain its yaw rate 
according to the reference plot. While the uncontrolled EV model unable to 
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maintain the yaw rate thus, making the model undergoes understeer 
characteristic and may came out from the cornering path (30m radius). Hence, 
by controlling the IWMs in the EV model, the cornering performance of the EV 
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The initial step in study of torque vectoring and traction control for an all-wheel drive 
electric vehicle was to develop base model in ADAMS/Car which include several 
subsystem such as front and rear double wish bone suspensions, chassis, steering, brake, 
and wheels. Prior to modification of base model to become EV model, the base model 
without ICE cornering characteristic is compare with base model with ICE to validate its 
performance and body model structure. Once the base model is validated, IWM is added 
at each wheel to become dynamic model in ADAMS/Car. Up to this point, the first 
objective which is to develop a vehicle dynamic model for an electric vehicle with 4 
IWMs in ADAMS/Car is achieved. 
 
Prior to simulate and characterize the performance of the EV, Some set-up in the 
ADAMS/Car model was done so that it can communicate with MATLAB/Simulink for 
the co-simulation purposes. Next, sizing of IWM, Battery and vehicle mass was made to 
determine the value for the component sizing in the MATLAB/Simulink EV controller 
Model. Several subcomponents of vehicle model were generated in MATLAB/Simulink 
to ensure the co-simulation with the ADAMS/Car model such as reference model, IWM 
model and driver model.   
 
Next, simulation and characterization of the performance of the EV and compare it to 
uncontrolled EV model was made. The simulations involved are single lane change, step 
steer and constant radius cornering. According to the result, torque vectoring and traction 
control of in-wheel motor in all wheel drive EV can help to increase the performance of 
the electric vehicle during cornering manoeuver. At this stage, the second and third 
objective which are to develop an optimal control for vehicle best performance and to 
simulate and characterize the performance of the electric vehicle and compare it to 
uncontrolled EV model were done. 
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In conclusion, torque vectoring using this approach has the potential to improve response 
and stability where the tuning of the control model enabling vehicle behavior to meet 





 The result of the study concluded that the modeling and simulation of the EV is a 
success. The simulation performed shows that torque vectoring and traction control 
capable to improve the vehicle performance in term of vehicle handling. 
 
To improve the study for future work, the modelling of ADAMS/Car and 
MATLAB/Simulink can be done in detail manner. For example, in ADAMS/Car 
modelling, the suspensions model used were simplified with several assumptions. While 
in MATLAB/Simulink, reference model accuracy was up to 2 degree of freedom to 
improve the accuracy of the result, the degree of freedom should be increased.  
 
In this project, the result of the electric vehicle model cornering performance improved 
by controlling the IWMs but is not very smooth where the controller still lacking in term 
of giving the best output torque. To improve the results, researcher can use other type of 
controller which can give out better and smooth output such as Neuro-fuzzy logic 
controller which combining human-like reasoning style of fuzzy systems and structure of 
neutral networks.  
 
Simulation alone will not give a very accurate result towards the realistic vehicle that will 
be built. Thus, to ensure that all wheel drive of electric vehicle is possible and the torque 
vectoring and traction control is really improving the handling of the electric vehicle, 
experimental base on real electric vehicle is needed so that the technology can be proved 
in real life.  
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Appendix  
1. Appendix 1: Motor Map [18] 
  
 
 
